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Abstract

Background: Health care authorities often use text messages to enhance compliance with medical recommendations. The
effectiveness of different message framings has been studied extensively over the past 3 decades. Recently, health care providers
have begun using digital media platforms to disseminate health-related messages.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of some of the most widely used message framings on the uptake
rates of medical checkups.

Methods: This study used a large-scale digital outreach campaign conducted by Maccabi Healthcare Services (MHS) during
2020-2021, involving a total of 113,048 participants. MHS members aged 50-74 years were invited to take their recommended
medical actions from the following list: human papillomavirus (HPV), mammography, abdominal aortic aneurysm, fecal occult
blood test (FOBT), and pneumococcal vaccination. Each member was randomly assigned to receive 1 of 6 message framings:
control (neutrally framed; n=20,959, 18.5%), gains (benefits of compliance; n=20,393, 18%), losses (negative consequences of
noncompliance; n=15,165, 13.4%), recommendation (a recommendation by an authoritative figure, in this context by a physician;
n=20,584, 18.2%), implementation intentions (linking potential outcomes to future reactions; n=20,701, 18.3%), and empowerment
(emphasizing personal responsibility for maintaining good health; n=15,246, 13.5%). The time frames for measuring a successful
intervention were 14 days for scheduling screenings (ie, HPV, mammography, or abdominal aortic aneurysm), 30 days for
performing the FOBT, and 60 days for receiving pneumococcal vaccination. We also examined the effectiveness of media channels
(text message or email) on uptake rates and whether the subject-line length is correlated with message-opening rates.

Results: No significant effect of message framing on uptake rates of medical checkups was observed. The rates of appointments
for screening ranged from 12.9% to 14.1% across treatments. Based on a chi-square test, there was no evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that these compliance rates are independent of the treatments (P=.35). The uptake rates for the FOBT and pneumococcal
vaccination ranged from 23.3% to 23.8% across treatments, and we could not reject the hypothesis that they are independent of
the treatments (P=.88). We also found that emails are more effective than text messages (P<.001) and that the subject-line length
is negatively correlated with message-opening rates.

Conclusions: No evidence was found for an effect of the 5 message framings on uptake rates of medical checkups. To enhance
compliance rates, public health officials may consider alternative framings. Furthermore, media channels and the subject-line
length should be given careful consideration in the planning stages of health care campaigns.

Trial Registration: AEA RCT Registry AEARCTR-0006317; https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/trials/6317/history/201365
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Introduction

Successful preventive care requires high uptake rates of early
detection tests. Increasing these rates at relatively low costs is
one of the more pressing challenges faced by public health
officials. Over the past 3 decades, behavioral insights have been
used to nudge individuals and increase their compliance rates
with recommendations of their national health care authorities.
One common tool used in this line of research is message
framing, that is, the content of textual messages sent out by
health care providers. Message framing has been used to
encourage healthy behavior in various public health contexts,
such as smoking cessation [1-3], early-detection cancer
screenings [4,5] influenza vaccinations [6-8], and, recently,
COVID-19 vaccinations [9-11].

In this large-scale field study, we reexamined some of the most
influential and commonly used message framings to shed light
on their effectiveness. Specifically, we investigated prospect
theory, physician’s recommendations, implementation
intentions, and empowerment.

Prospect theory [12-14] incorporates the idea that losses loom
larger than gains. Over the past 3 decades, dozens of studies
have examined the effect of these types of framings on different
medical outcomes. Results have been rather mixed and have
led to an important ongoing discussion regarding the usefulness
of prospect theory–based frames in medical contexts (see Refs.
[5,15,16] for systematic reviews).

Physician’s recommendations have also been examined in the
literature, especially with respect to cancer screenings, and have
been found to increase uptake rates [17-19].

Implementation intentions [20,21] link potential outcomes (eg,
results of medical tests) and reactions (eg, steps to be taken after
results are received). Such links in critical situations have been
shown to facilitate individuals in reaching their health goals
[22]. Implementation intentions have been used in different
medical contexts, such as influenza vaccination [7,23], colorectal
cancer screenings, and the fecal occult blood test (FOBT), for
which some studies have reported positive effects [24,25], while
others have found no effect at all [26].

Empowerment messaging is meant to emphasize the individual’s
responsibility to take care of their own health. Thus far, it has
shown potential to increase breast and cervical cancer screening
rates [27-29].

Our study contributes to this literature by examining the
large-scale effectiveness of these types of framings. To do so,
we made use of a massive digital outreach campaign that was
held during 2020-2021 by Maccabi Healthcare Services (MHS),
the second-largest health maintenance organization (HMO) in
Israel.

In addition to the examination of message framing, we also
investigated 2 other topics: the effect of the digital media
channel on message-opening rates and the influence of the
subject-line length on responsiveness. As health care
organizations turn to digital media as their main means of
communication with the public, there is growing interest in the
role of different media channels in generating positive health
outcomes [30-36] and in the impact of the subject-line length
on digital marketing campaigns [37-39]. These topics are
essential for enhancing the public’s responsiveness to
health-related digital communication, and they were addressed
in this study.

Although the digital setup of this study allowed us to shed light
on these 2 topics of emerging interest in public health, the main
aim of our work was to test whether specific types of framings
can increase adherence to medical recommendations. More
specifically, we tested the null hypothesis: the well-known types
of framings of digital messages used in this study have no effect
on the uptake rates of medical checkups.

Methods

Study Design
MHS contacted members aged 50-74 years and invited them to
take preventive medical actions according to their age, medical
history, and guidelines of the Israeli Ministry of Health. The
campaign ran from July 2020 to December 2021 and targeted
the following medical procedures: mammography (for women),
human papillomavirus (HPV; for women), abdominal aortic
aneurysm screening (for men), and the FOBT and pneumococcal
vaccination (for men and women).

MHS members included in this campaign were randomly
assigned into 1 of 6 groups:

• Control: received an informative message, which was
identical to the one used by MHS prior to this study

• Gains: highlighting the benefits of compliance
• Losses: highlighting the potential negative effects of

noncompliance
• Recommendation: citing a recommendation by an MHS

physician
• Implementation intentions: stating a plan that links

outcomes to reactions
• Empowerment: emphasizing the personal responsibility of

the members for their own health

We included all members who received a digital message from
MHS for the first time. Those who received a digital message
prior to the initiation of the study were excluded. (MHS started
sending out digital messages about 1 year before the initiation
of the study as part of a large digitization process within the
organization. These messages used the neutral frame that later
became the control group in our study.)
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Messages were communicated to members via email unless
they lacked a valid email address in the MHS registry, in which
case, a text message (SMS) was sent with a link redirecting to
a landing page. The email subject line and contents (or the text
message and the corresponding landing page) had 6 variations
according to the assignment to control or treatment groups.
Exact message contents are available in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Members received an invitation to perform 1 (or more) of 5
medical checkups that were recommended for them. These
recommendations were based on the following criteria that
combine the guidelines of the Israeli Ministry of Health with
MHS’s designated target groups of the digital campaign:

• Mammography: women above the age of 50 years for whom
at least 2 years had passed since their last mammography
test

• HPV: women aged 50-54 years for whom at least 3 years
had passed since their last HPV test

• FOBT: women and men above the age of 50 years for whom
at least 1 year had passed since their last FOBT and at least
5-10 years had passed since their last colonoscopy test (the
exact number of years since the last colonoscopy that
triggers an invitation to perform the FOBT determined by
the individual’s specific health risks)

• Pneumococcal vaccination: women and men above the age
of 65 years who never received the vaccination

• Abdominal aortic aneurysm screening: men above the age
of 65 years with a history of smoking who had never
performed the screening

Note that members could have been eligible for more than 1
checkup. In these cases, the invitation message included all the
relevant checkups.

Procedure
Members who met 1 or more of the aforementioned criteria
received a message from MHS in which they were invited to
perform all the medical checkups that were recommended for
them by the Israeli Ministry of Health. (Members who had
already been diagnosed with a specific condition that 1 of the
5 medical procedures was meant to detect did not receive an
invitation to test for that specific condition. They were contacted
by MHS separately to follow up on their earlier diagnosis and
to assess their overall medical well-being.) Following the initial
contact, if the member scheduled an appointment or performed
the recommended checkups, they did not receive any further
messages. If they did not comply with the recommendations
for all checkups that appeared on their initial message, they
received reminders that followed the same framing theme that
appeared in their initial message and included the remaining
recommended checkups that the member did not perform or did
not schedule an appointment for since the initial message was
sent out. The first reminder was sent out 2 days after the first
message but only in case the first message was sent via email
and was not opened. The second and third reminders were sent
out 2 and 4 weeks after the initial message, respectively (+/– a
day or two if the reminder was supposed to be sent out on the
weekend).

For mammography, HPV, and abdominal aortic aneurysm
(which we call “screenings”), we collected data regarding
scheduled appointments (we did not have access to the actual
performance data of these screenings). For the FOBT and
pneumococcal vaccination (which we call “lab tests”), we
collected data regarding the actual performance (these
procedures do not require appointments, and one can perform
them simply by showing up at the clinic). Next to every medical
procedure that appeared on a member’s invitation was a link
that, once clicked, redirected the member to receive more
information about the specific procedure on the website of MHS.
Messages with screening recommendations included a link
through which members could make the appointment (lab tests
require no appointment). A total of 129,070 MHS members
participated in this study, of which 113,048 (87.6%) were
included in our analysis (the data-cleaning process is described
in detail in Multimedia Appendix 2). Of these, 71,140 (62.9%)
members received messages that only included lab tests, 30,878
(27.3%) received messages that only included screenings, and
11,030 (9.8%) received messages that included at least 1 lab
test and at least 1 screening. Looking at the number of checkups
that were included in the first invitation message of members
who participated in the analysis, we found that 100,125 (88.6%)
received a message that referred to only 1 recommended
checkup, 10,416 (9.2%) received a message that included 2
recommended checkups, and 2507 (2.2%) received a message
with 3 recommended checkups.

Outcome Variables
We analyzed the data separately for screenings and for lab tests
since each of the 2 has a different outcome measure
(appointment scheduling vs actual performance, respectively).
In addition, since each message may have included more than
1 recommended medical action, we defined a “screening
success” as a case in which a member scheduled an appointment
to at least 1 of their recommended screenings. Similarly, a “lab
test success” was a case in which a member performed at least
1 of their recommended lab tests. Members who received a
message that included a recommendation for a screening and a
lab test were included in both groups for analysis purposes.
Such members could count as a success in screenings or in lab
tests or in both, depending on their actions. Following the
criteria set by MHS, the time frame considered for measuring
a success was 14 days from the last contact date for screenings,
30 days for the FOBT, and 60 days for pneumococcal
vaccination (setting different time frames had no effect on the
qualitative results and conclusions).

The time frame that we considered for opening a message was
45 days from the initial contact date. (Since the final reminder
was sent roughly 4 weeks after the first message, this time frame
ensured that we essentially examined all members who made
the minimal effort to respond to the messages by opening at
least 1 of them.) A text message was considered opened if a
member clicked the link that appeared in the text message that
redirected the member to the landing page with the content of
the invitation message (an email was considered opened if the
member viewed the body of the email).
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Covariates
In addition to the type of treatment (control, and 5 more
treatment arms), we used the following covariates in our
analysis:

• Gender: male or female.
• Age group: 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69, and 70-74 years.
• Socioeconomic status (SES): an index that is constructed

by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), which
incorporates information at the household level (education,
income, employment, etc), alongside information regarding
the geographical place of residence of the household and
its local municipality. The index ranges from 1 to 10, where
1 reflects the weakest status and 10 the highest.

• Existing medical conditions (3 distinct covariates):
indicating a previous history of (1) cardiac illness, (2)
diabetes, or (3) a chronic condition of other type, such as
being diagnosed with other chronic illnesses or receiving
medication over a long duration of time.

• History of previous checkups: indicating whether the patient
underwent any of the screenings or lab tests in the past.

• Media type: indicating whether the patient received an email
message or an SMS text message.

• Periphery: indicating whether the patient resides in a
geographically peripheral area (ie, based on the patient’s
residence area relative to the central district of Israel).

Statistical Analysis
We examined the effectiveness of the different framings for
members who opened 1 of their messages, including reminders.
To test the significance and effect of the treatment groups on
either screenings or lab tests, we used 2 logistic regression
models, respectively. The dependent variable was a dummy
variable that received 1 if that observation was a success and 0
otherwise. The independent variables of interest were the
treatment dummies. Our full set of covariates was added to the
logistic regressions as control variables. We also tested for
independence of the compliance rates versus association with
each of the groups using a chi-square test (ie, independence
test). In addition, we reported 95% CIs (via the proportion test)
for the compliance rates with screenings and lab tests for the
control and treatment groups.

We explored the relationship between the SES and email
availability, as well as the relationship between the SES and

message-opening rates, using visualization and computation of
correlation coefficients. Logistic regression was then run to
examine whether the effect of sending a message by email on
the message-opening rate was positive even when the SES was
controlled for. The dependent variable was a dummy variable
that received 1 if the member opened the message and 0
otherwise. The independent variables of interest were media
channels (email received 1, and text message received 0) and
the SES.

We compared the opening rates of messages (proportion of
email messages read vs proportion of text message link clicks)
using a 2-sided proportion test. We also compared the proportion
of test compliance, given message opening (again, using a
2-sided proportion test). These comparisons were performed
for various subgroups of the population (ie, controlling for
demographic characteristics).

We used 2-sided proportion tests (95% CI) to compare the
opening rates of short-subject-line messages versus
long-subject-line messages.

Ethical Considerations
This research was approved by the Helsinki Committee of MHS
(study number 0099-20-MHS) and by the Ethical Research and
the Protection of Human Participants Committee, Faculty of
Social Sciences, University of Haifa (approval number 369/21).
Approvals included a waiver of consent. Identifying information
was not shared with the researchers (ie, the researchers received
anonymized data). No compensation was paid to participants.

Results

Sample Characteristics
Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of our sample
across treatments. (The table includes only members for whom
we had all demographic variables and the SES, for a total of
112,802 members.) The treatment arms were well balanced on
all observable characteristics, which included gender, age group,
the SES, and existing medical conditions. Note that the age of
the target group in the study and the broad definition of the
“existing medical conditions” variable explain the high
percentages of members who were classified as having a chronic
condition.
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Table 1. Demographics of the study sample by version.

Total members
(N=112,802), n
(%)

Empowerment
(n=15,215,
13.5%), %

Implementation in-
tentions (n=20,651,
18.3%), %

Recommendation
(n=20,544, 18.2%),
%

Losses
(n=15,129,
13.4%), %

Gains
(n=20,351,
18.0%), %

Control
(n=20,912,
18.5%), %

Characteristics

Gender

47,571 (42.2)42.342.142.742.342.641.2Male

65,231 (57.8)57.757.957.357.757.458.8Female

Age (years)

49,559 (43.9)41.245.743.840.844.945.750-55

17,364 (15.4)16.114.815.316.615.015.255-60

18,947 (16.8)17.117.017.116.716.316.660-65

14,605 (12.9)13.812.212.813.813.012.565-70

12,327 (10.9)11.810.311.012.110.810.070-74

SESa

313 (0.3)0.30.20.30.40.30.31

2020 (1.8)2.01.71.72.31.71.52

8657 (7.7)8.17.87.48.17.57.43

11,465 (10.2)11.29.89.710.510.29.94

18,189 (16.1)16.715.916.316.915.915.55

21,551 (19.1)18.818.919.319.418.719.66

18,987 (16.8)16.017.116.916.117.517.07

16,329 (14.5)13.714.914.913.514.814.68

11,841 (10.5)10.410.610.59.910.511.09

3450 (3.1)2.93.13.13.03.03.210

Medical condition

17,383 (15.4)16.515.115.616.315.114.5Diabetes

8201 (7.3)7.87.27.27.67.36.8Cardiovascular
disease

70,343 (62.4)63.861.661.863.961.662.2Chronic illness

aSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.

Main Findings
Approximately 60% of the 113,048 participants in the study,
totaling 67,772 MHS members, opened 1 of their messages
within the 45-day time frame.

The first 2 columns in Table 2 report success rates (conditional
on opening 1 of the messages) by treatment arm. There were
no significant differences in success rates across treatments for
screenings and for lab tests. Chi-squared tests did not allow us
to reject the null hypothesis that compliance rates are
independent of treatments (P=.37 for screenings and P=.88 for
lab tests). The last 2 columns of the table relate to the message’s

subject-line length (ie, number of words) and the respective
message’s opening rate.

Table 3 includes logistic regressions with our full set of
covariates added as controls (members who had missing values
for any of the covariates were omitted from the regressions).
Our null result is reflected in the table, as none of the framing
versions had a significant effect on success rates. This null result
held when we ran the same type of logistic regressions with
interactions between the treatment variables and each of our
controls (given the large number of interactions, we did not
report the results of these regressions in the paper, but they are
available upon request).
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Table 2. Compliance rates by group (treatment or control).

Message-opening rate, total n
(%); 95% CI

Subject-line length
(words)

Compliance rate, total n (%); 95% CITreatment

Lab testsScreenings

20,959 (63.4); 62.7%-64.1%89581 (23.6); 22.7%-24.4%5075 (14.1); 13.1%-15.1%Control

20,393 (58.6); 57.9%-59.2%158687 (23.3); 22.4%-24.2%4416 (13.9); 12.9%-15.0%Gains

15,165 (55.3); 54.5%-56.1%146027 (23.5); 22.4%-24.6%3122 (12.9); 11.8%-14.1%Losses

20,584 (63.2); 62.6%-63.9%119357 (24); 23.2%-24.9%4890 (13.1); 12.1%-14.1%Recommendation

20,701 (61.1); 60.5%-61.8%169015 (23.4); 22.6%-24.3%4854 (14.1); 13.2%-15.2%Implementation intentions

15,246 (55.7); 54.9%-56.5%146133 (23.8); 22.7%-24.9%3153 (14.1); 13.0%-15.4%Empowerment

Table 3. Two logistic regression models (for scheduling screenings and performing lab tests). For brevity, the following, statistically insignificant
variables were omitted from the table (but were included in the model): gender, cardiovascular disease history, and diabetes history.

Dependent variable (success)Variable

Lab testsScreenings

Independent variables, coefficient (SE)

–1.434a (0.058)–2.325a (0.099)Constant

–0.011 (0.037)0.005 (0.063)Gains

–0.055 (0.041)–0.078 (0.07)Losses

0.027 (0.036)–0.073 (0.062)Recommendation

–0.003 (0.037)0.019 (0.061)Implementation intentions

–0.034 (0.041)0.024 (0.069)Empowerment

0.262a (0.028)0.433a (0.057)Conducted past checkup(s)

0.159a (0.025)0.145a (0.042)Media channel (text message)

0.168a (0.034)–0.128b (0.058)Age 55-60 years

0.153a (0.033)–0.326a (0.059)Age 60-65 years

0.221a (0.036)–0.324a (0.065)Age 65-70 years

0.44a (0.039)–0.252a (0.062)Age 70-74 years

–0.032a (0.006)0.026b (0.011)SESc

0.14a (0.038)0.082 (0.072)Periphery

0.156a (0.027)0.105b (0.048)Chronic illness

44,05222,992Observations, n

–23,937–9162Log likelihood

47,91118,361Akaike information criteria

aP<.01.
bP<.05.
cSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.

Effectiveness by Media Channel
We compared the effectiveness of the media channels through
which messages were sent (69,777, 61.7%, members received
emails, and 43,271, 38.3%, members received text messages).
Table 4 shows that these groups differed in terms of their
demographic characteristics: Members who received text

messages were older on average, had a lower SES, and were
more likely to be males. More details are provided in the
Limitations section. Therefore, we compared the performance
of the different media channels within subgroups of the
population with similar demographic characteristics.
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Table 5 provides the opening rates of email messages, text
messages, sample sizes, and the P value comparing the 2 rates
for subgroups of the population with similar demographics. It
is evident that text messages were disregarded more often than
emails for every subgroup.

Table 6 provides for the same subgroups a comparison of the
compliance rates of emails and text messages, given that a

message was opened (rates, sample sizes, and P values). In most
subgroups examined, and overall, text messages exhibited a
slightly higher (but significant) conditional-compliance rate.

Table 7 shows the overall effectiveness of media channels (ie,
the overall unconditional success rates of emails vs text
messages). Email messages outperform text messages in all
subgroups and overall.

Table 4. Demographics of the sample by media channel allocation.

SMS text message (n=43,271), %Email (n=69,777), %Characteristic

Gender

44.440.8Male

55.659.2Female

Age (years)

38.847.150-55

15.815.155-60

17.916.160-65

14.512.065-70

12.99.770-74

SESa

0.701

3.60.72

12.24.93

15.07.24

20.313.55

19.418.96

13.119.17

8.818.08

5.413.69

1.54.110

aSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.
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Table 5. Opening rates, sample size, and P values by media channel for demographic subgroups.

P valueSample size, nMessage opening, %Characteristic

SMSEmailSMSEmail

Age (years)

<.00116,80132,83650.265.350-55

<.001684610,55150.964.555-60

<.001775811,22051.266.560-65

<.0016271835651.367.665-70

<.0015570677348.367.770-74

SESa

<.0017093389739.659.51-3

<.00123,64227,56349.362.64-6

<.00112,43338,17458.568.97-10

Gender

<.00124,05141,26753.265.5Female

<.00119,19528,46946.966.4Male

<.00143,27169,77750.465.9Overall

aSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.

Table 6. Effectiveness of the media channel conditional on message opening for demographic subgroups.

P valueSample size, nCompliance rates, given message opening, %Characteristic

SMSEmailSMSEmail

Age (years)

.83843621,43116.816.950-55

.013483680321.719.755-60

<.0013970745921.518.160-65

.0013216564622.019.165-70

<.0012688458724.521.070-74

SESa

.112808231920.518.71-3

.00311,66217,25720.318.94-6

<.001727826,28419.717.77-10

Gender

<.00112,78327,02317.515.8Female

<.001901018,90323.921.6Male

<.00121,81145,96120.218.2Overall

aSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.
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Table 7. Overall effectiveness (unconditional) of media channels for demographic subgroups.

P valueSample size, nSuccess rate, %Characteristic

SMSEmailSMSEmail

Age (years)

<.00116,80132,8368.411.050-55

.001684610,55111.112.755-60

.03775811,22011.012.060-65

.0036271835611.312.965-70

<.0015570677311.814.270-74

SESa

<.001709338978.111.11-3

<.00123,64227,56310.011.84-6

.0412,43338,17411.512.27-10

Gender

<.00124,05141,2679.310.4Female

<.00119,19528,46911.214.3Male

<.00143,27169,77710.212.0Overall

aSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.

We now provide results concerning the robustness of the
findings reported in Table 5, according to which emails were
opened more frequently than text messages. First, Figure 1
shows a strong positive relationship between email availability
and the SES (correlation coefficient=0.298, P<.001). Next,
Figure 2 visualizes a positive relationship between the
message-opening rate and the SES for both media channels
(correlation coefficient=0.079 and 0.13 for emails and text
messages, respectively; P<.001 in both cases). Moreover, Figure

2 shows that emails had higher message-opening rates compared
to text messages for each SES.

In Table 8, we report the results of regressing, in a logistic
model, the message-opening rates on the media channel being
email and the SES. The email media channel positively affected
the message-opening rates even when the SES (which had a
positive effect of its own) was controlled for. Table 8 reports
this result without controls and while controlling for the entire
set of covariates.
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Figure 1. Email availability as a function of socioeconomic status (SES).

Figure 2. Message-opening rates as a function of the socioeconomic status (SES) for email and text messages (SMS).
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Table 8. Two logistic regression models for message-opening rates, with no controls and controlling for all available demographic characteristics and
chronic conditions.

Dependent variable (message opening)Variable

Full set of controlsWithout controls

Independent variable , coefficient (SE)

–0.642a (0.028)–0.596a (0.021)Constant

0.112a (0.004)0.112a (0.003)SESb

0.513a (0.014)0.516a (0.013)Media channel (email)

–0.034d (0.014)—cGender (male)

0.004 (0.02)—Age 55-60 years

0.059a (0.019)—Age 60-65 years

0.089a (0.021)—Age 65-70 years

0.024 (0.023)—Age 70-74 years

–0.019 (0.025)—Cardiovascular disease

–0.111a (0.018)—Diabetes

0.037d (0.016)—Chronic illness

–0.018 (0.022)—Periphery

0.058a (0.017)—Conducted past checkup(s)

101,675112,802Observations, n

–66,604–74,063Log likelihood

133,234148,133Akaike information criteria

aP<.01.
bSES: socioeconomic status. This is an index defined by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 reflects the weakest
status and 10 the highest.
cThese variables were not included in this regression model.
dP<.05.

Message-Opening Rates and Subject-Line Length
Figure 3 shows the relationship between message-opening rates
and the subject-line length for the different media channels and
overall (see Table 2 for 95% CIs). As the length of the subject
line increased, the message-opening rate decreased. For emails,

the average opening rate of the 2 messages with the shortest
subject lines (8 and 11 words) was 68.2% and the average
opening rate of the 2 messages with the longest subject line (15
and 16 words) was 66.3%. For text messages, these rates were
54.1% and 48%, respectively (both differences were significant,
with P<.001).
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Figure 3. Message-opening rates as a function of the subject-line length, with a linear regression fit for email (dashed line), text messages (dotted line),
and overall (solid line).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our main findings do not allow rejecting the null hypothesis
according to which uptake rates of medical checkups are
independent of the message framing. Compliance rates (whether
appointment scheduling or actual performance) are relatively
similar across treatments, and this finding holds even after
controlling for different demographic and health-related
covariates.

We identified several variables that have a significant effect on
compliance: conducting a medical procedure in the past
increases the chances of compliance, as expected. Text messages
seem to increase uptake rates, conditional on opening the
message—a finding that is also robust when examining
subgroups with similar demographic characteristics. It is
interesting to note that age has a significant effect on success
rates but the direction of the effect changes depending on the
type of checkups (the reference age group in the regressions
was 50-55 years).

The reason for these directional effects is likely the following:
Older members may find it more difficult to schedule
appointments through the online interface—hence the negative
coefficients for the older age groups when we measured
screening success. By contrast, lab tests only require a visit to

the clinic and no appointments. Older members tend to visit
their local clinic more regularly than younger members, which
leads to the observed positive effect of age on lab test success.
The variable for the SES also showed opposing effects,
depending on the type of checkup. As one might expect,
appointments made through the online interface increased with
higher SES. By contrast, a higher SES leads to lower levels of
performance of lab tests. Although we cannot delineate a clear
explanation for this finding, it may be that, similar to older
adults, individuals of a lower SES tend to visit their local clinics
more often than those with a higher SES and therefore have
higher performance rates of lab tests.

Regarding the effectiveness of media channels, we conducted
this analysis for subgroups of the population with similar
demographics, since there was no random assignment to media
channels and the 2 groups apparently had different
characteristics. For message-opening rates, we found highly
significant differences favoring emails for every subgroup (Table
5).

Within each media method, we found that shorter subject lines
increase the likelihood of opening messages. Given our main
finding of no effect of framing on appointment scheduling/actual
performance, we believe that this pattern suggests that shorter
subject lines, rather than the subject line’s content, increase the
likelihood of opening a message.
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Conditional on message opening, we observed that text messages
had a significant edge for 8 of 10 subgroups, as shown in Table
6. The overall effectiveness (ie, unconditional success rate) of
each channel showed that emails outperform text messages and
significantly so for all subgroups (Table 7). We concluded that
the high message-opening rates for emails compared to text
messages is the driving force behind this media channel’s
increased success in our study.

The observation that text messages are disregarded more often
than emails may be because text messages are considered more
intrusive than emails. However, once opened, members are
more likely to actually make an appointment or take the
recommended medical action in the case of a text message than
when reading through an email (Table 6). It may be that those
who are willing to open a text message rather than disregard it
have a more positive attitude toward health care
recommendations than those willing to read through an email.

There was a positive relationship between the message-opening
rate and the SES for both media channels. Moreover, emails
had higher message-opening rates than text messages for each
SES. These observations suggest that message-opening rates
are positively affected by both the SES and the media channel
being email.

These findings may be valuable for future public health
campaigns as they provide information about the potential of
different media channels to fulfil their designated purpose.
However, the lack of random assignment into the different media
channels prevents us from drawing firm conclusions on this
matter. More research needs to be conducted (specifically with
random assignment to media channels) in order to substantiate
these findings.

Relation to the Literature and Contribution
Two of the framings used in our study, gains and losses, which
are based on prospect theory [12-14], are the most commonly
studied in the literature on framing of health-related
communication. Dozens of studies have examined their
effectiveness in nudging individuals toward desired healthy
behaviors, including early-detection screening tests for different
types of cancer. In the past 3 decades, evidence has amounted
and has shown mixed results with respect to the empirical
validity of these findings (see Refs. [5,15,40,41] for systematic
reviews). As a result, conceptual concerns regarding their use
in health-related behavior change have been raised [16].
Furthermore, it has recently been suggested that there is not
much difference between the effectiveness of the 2 types of
messages as far as persuasiveness is concerned [42], even when
accounting for different moderating factors. Our study fits right
into this discussion and allows testing this paradigm, and the
other types of message framings that we have taken from the
literature (implementation intentions, recommendation, and
empowerment), in a large-scale field study. As mentioned
before, we found no evidence that these types of framings are
more effective in increasing compliance rates with medical
checkups than a standard neutrally framed invitation message.
These results suggest that new framings may need to be devised
to attract individuals’ attention to important health
recommendations.

Our 2 additional findings indicate that more research should be
put into the exploration of the effect of the method of delivery
of digital messages on uptake rates of medical checkups. The
literature on the effect of the delivery medium on preventive
health care outcomes has, thus far, been unable to clearly point
toward a specific medium that is superior to the rest [43].
Findings to date suggest that all types of mediums are generally
successful at encouraging behavior change, but there is no clear
emerging pattern linking the type of medium and the type of
message to adherence with specific health behaviors
[33,34,36,44]. Moreover, a recent review of the potential effects
of text messages in promoting health behavior change has called
for large-scale implementations of text messages in order to
better assess their pros and cons [45]. Our study contributes to
this literature as we found that each communication medium in
our study surpasses the other along a different dimension:

• Message-opening rates: The percentage of email recipients
who opened their emails surpassed the percentage of SMS
text message recipients who clicked the enclosed link in
the text message.

• Compliance conditional on message opening: Among those
who opened their invitation message (email or SMS text
message), we observed higher compliance rates (ie, higher
success rates) in SMS text message recipients compared to
email recipients.

Given the unique strengths of each communication channel,
our goal was to evaluate and compare their overall effectiveness
(specifically, to measure compliance rates among recipients of
each communication type). Our findings showed higher
compliance rates among email recipients in comparison to the
compliance rates of those receiving SMS text messages.
Consequently, we concluded that the increased rates of
email-opening rates elevate the overall compliance beyond what
is observed for SMS text messages.

We think that examining these 2 media channels more carefully
could be an exciting topic for future research. It also entails
clear policy implications regarding tailoring the preferred media
channel and combining the channels in specific campaigns.
Messages that call for action and are expected (in advance) to
have high opening rates due to their high relevance (eg, COVID
19–related messages during the recent pandemic) may benefit
from text messages. However, messages that refer to routine
checkups and ongoing recommendations, as those that appeared
in our study, may benefit from being sent by email, as they may
be opened more frequently and consequently will receive more
attention than if they are delivered by SMS.

Regarding the subject-line length, it has received increasing
attention in recent marketing literature [37-39], but we are
unaware of any studies that examine this topic in relation to
health behavior. Our suggestive finding that the subject-line
length is negatively correlated with message-opening rates may
trigger future research on the topic. Designing a field experiment
that examines the effect of additional words/characters in
messages’subject lines on message-opening rates and the overall
compliance of health-related messages may have important
implications for the success of future health behavior campaigns
in reaching their target audience.
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Limitations
One limitation of our study is that there was no random
assignment to media channels. Members with no valid email
address in the registry of MHS received a text message. To deal
with this limitation, we conducted the relevant analysis for
subgroups with similar demographic characteristics. However,
it is possible that there are also unobserved characteristics that
differ across the 2 groups. This prevented us from drawing firm
conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the different media
channels. More research needs to be conducted (specifically
with random assignment to media channels) in order to
substantiate these findings. Another potential limitation, as in
many text message interventions, is the lack of control over
whether members who opened their message actually read it.
It is possible that some skim through their messages without
paying much attention to the content (see Ref. [46] for a recent
pilot study regarding patients’ reading rates of emails sent by
their physicians). The random assignment to different groups
should attenuate the potential effects of this limitation. To
further address this issue and strengthen the effect of the
framing, we included the main theme of each framing, not only
in the body of the message, but also in the subject line. However,
one should acknowledge the fact that in the era of digital
messaging, limited attention of recipients is likely and should
be considered. In this respect, our field study realistically mirrors
the potential difficulties that future digital campaigns are likely
to encounter. Specifically, it may be more difficult to generate
a specific state of mind by framing in the digital era compared
to the traditional communication methods (eg, brochures, fliers,
post).

Policy Implications
Our findings have important policy implications since message
framings are frequently used by health care providers to increase
individuals’ compliance rates with health recommendations.
Taking a broader perspective, it raises questions regarding the
ability of specific textual nudges to increase the public’s
adherence and compliance rates with different types of
government regulations and professional recommendations. It
has been recently argued that accounting for publication bias,
these nudges may have a small or no effect in different contexts
[47,48]. Our findings add to this ongoing discussion and may
suggest that there is room for novel framings or other types of
behavioral nudges in order to increase compliance rates with
preventive care recommendations. It also sheds light on the
seemingly large potential effect of the choice of media through
which messages are delivered and the subject-line length. These
choices may seem of low consequence at first glance, but our
suggestive findings imply otherwise. Future research that
carefully examines these topics on a large scale may prove
useful for the success of future digital health care campaigns.

Conclusion
This study provides evidence regarding the usefulness of
well-known framings from health communication research in
a large-scale digital field experiment held in Israel. Our main
finding is that compliance with recommendations is not affected
by the types of framings we used. We believe that this evidence,
coming from a wide outreach campaign, shows that digital
messaging may require new framings in order to enhance
compliance in the digital era. We also report suggestive evidence
on significant differences between the effectiveness of the media
channels used in our study (email and SMS) and on the effect
of subject-line length on message-opening rates.

Data Availability
The code will be made available on a public GitHub repository. The pre-registration is available through the American Economic
Association’s (AEA) randomized controlled trial (RCT) registry [49]. The individual-level data sets used in this study are not
publicly available, as we do not have legal permission to publish them due to Maccabi Healthcare Services (MHS) policy. MHS
considers these to be sensitive health data that contain individual-level information regarding health. These type of data are not
made available even if they are deidentified (as it may still be possible to reidentify patients from such data). To keep transparency
as high as possible, given this limitation, we have posted our code for the analysis to a public GitHub repository. In addition,
some of the tables in the paper provide aggregated data for different variables (eg, Tables 1, 4-7). In special cases of interest, a
request may be sent to the corresponding author, who will submit a special inquiry to MHS for partial or full access to the data.
Access may still be denied as the decision will be made by MHS in compliance with its data sharing policy.
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